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route data
Difficulty

4.5 km

moderate

Stamina

Duration

2:00 h

Technique

Ascent

550 m

Altitude

Descent

3

Best time of year
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Ratings
Authors
Experience
Landscape

1,871 m

1 m

1,348 m

Stallwiesalm

More route data

As one of the most rustic alpine huts in the Ötztal

Properties

Public transport friendly

Scenic

Insider tip

One-way route

Groomed snow
Awards

Refreshment stops available
Family friendly
Source
Ötztal Tourismus
Gemeindestraße 4
6450 Sölden
Phone
+43 (0)57200-200
Fax
+43 (0)57200-201
info@oetztal.com
https://www.oetztal.com

valley with the additional feature of "afternoon sun",
"the Stallwies", as the Ötztal people call their hut, is a
destination for the whole year.
The Stallwiesalm is located on Sölden's quiet side, so
you can fully enjoy the tour far away from any hustle
and bustle.
From the Freizeit Arena Sölden, you walk along
Granbichlstraße (Granbichl) to the parking lot below the
barrier.
From there, follow the wide forest path along the trees
to the junction towards Stallwiesalm.
When you arrived at 1,850 m at the top, the cozy
terrace of the Stallwiesalm invites you to stay.
The way back via the forest path is also a great
experience with the toboggan.

Freizeit Arena --> Granbichl --> Parking at the Barrier
-->

Author’s recommendation
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The hut evenings take place TUE, WED and THU.
For larger groups we recommend to make a
reservation.
Hut evenings can be also organized on other
days of the week.
Safety information
If you go in the evening to Stallwiesalm you should
bring a head torch with you. (the tour is not lightened)
You can also borrow them in the hut.

Freizeit Arena or Parking at the barrier Sölden/Granbichl
Turn-by-turn directions
From the Freizeit Arena Sölden, walk along
Granbichlstraße (Granbichl) to the parking lot below the
barrier.
The first two turns are a bit steep, but then it gets
flatter. The last climb to the hut is than again a bit
steeper.

Please inform yourself about the conditions and status
of the respective winter hiking trail at Ötztal Tourismus.

The path to the Stallwiesalm leads along a wide,
groomed forest road. If there are good snow
conditions, you can sometimes use the steep, narrow
shortcuts through the forest. (ATTENTION - maybe icy!)

Ötztal Tourismus
T +43 (0) 57 200 200
soelden@oetztal.com

Getting back to the valley, you can either take the same
way or (if there is enough snow) you are able to sledge
back down.

Equipment
Suitable equipment such as breathable and weatheradapted outdoor clothing, ankle-high hiking boots,
wind, rain and sun protection, cap, and gloves, are
required for all walks and hikes.
We also recommend to bring a first aid package, a
mobile phone, a bottle with enough water and possibly
a hiking map.

You can rent the toboggans at the hut.
The proper preparation and conservation of the road, is
in responsibility by the owner of the hut.
Tobogganing at your own risk!

Getting There
This route is conveniently accessible by public
transport.

Additional information
Public transport
Map
City Map Sölden
Tips, hints and links
More details about winter hiking in Ötztal:
Winterwalking trials Ötzvalley

Turn-by-turn directions

Enjoy a comfortable and relaxing train ride to the train
station Ötztal Bahnhof. You get off the train in ÖTZTAL
Bahnhof where you change to a public bus or local taxi.
The current bus schedule can be found at:
http://fahrplan.vvt.at
Getting there

Starting point / trailhead

The drive to the ÖTZTAL. Located in Tyrol, the ÖTZTAL

Freizeit Arena or Parking at the barrier -

branches off to the south as the longest side valley of

Sölden/Granbichl

the Eastern Alps. Arriving by car leads guests over the

Coordinates:

Inn Valley to the valley entrance and further along the

DD: 46.969528, 11.010523

Ötztal. In addition to the toll motorway can also be

DMS: 46°58'10.3"N 11°00'37.9"E

used on rural roads. With the route planner, the journey

UTM: 32T 652936 5203739

can be quickly and easily determined:
To the route planner: https://www.google.at/maps

w3w: ///motionless.combed.snowballs
Point of arrival

Parking
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The following parking facilities are available in Sölden:
●

Parking at the barrier

●

Parking lot Postplatz

All parking is free during the day.
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